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Another man also expressed his grievance and looked as if he was going to cry. 

 

“There’s no need for everybody to be too sad as we have learned to take life and death easily since we 

are trainers. Although the death of the hall master is slightly unfortunate, this is how life is!” Angus also 

had a pained expression on his face before he continued seriously, “However, there’s no need for 

everybody to worry. After I become the new hall master, I will definitely lead our Hall of Divine Royal 

toward a new glorious future.” 

 

Angus paused here before he continued to speak, “However, there are some issues here that need to be 

resolved and I hope that everybody will work together and help us out. Let’s help to settle our enemies 

here first before we continue speaking about other things!” 

 

However, Elder Lawrence had a darkened expression on his face and directly said, “Elder Mosley, it 

doesn’t seem nice for you to self-proclaim yourself as the leader, right? Yes, you’re considered one of 

the top elders in the Hall of Divine Royal previously and you were well-liked by the hall master. After all, 

not only are you courageous and smart, you have a high combat power. All of us here weren’t your 

opponent!” 

 

Elder Lawrence smiled coldly and continued speaking, “However, several elders here have already 

broken through into the first stage ultimate god-level and are masters of the ultimate god-level. Not 

only me, Elder Mitchell, Elder Ladd, and Elder Witherspoon also have the fighting prowess of the 

ultimate god-level. Haha… I think matters regarding the hall master should wait until we’ve gathered all 

the members of the Hall of Divine Royal and let everybody vote for their choice!” 

 

Elder Witherspoon walked forward and said, “Why should we vote? I think that voting is the most unfair 

way in my opinion. After all, Elder Lawrence and Elder Mosley are senior elders in the Hall of Divine 

Royal who had lots of credit. It would definitely be favorable for the both of you if we really vote for our 

choice. I suggest that we choose our hall master by having a competition. After all, nobody knows who 

will be stronger by then!” 

 



The corner of Angus’ mouth twitched several times when he heard what these two had said. He finally 

realized that not only one or two people wanted to be the hall master. 

 

“Haha… Sure, I’m also willing to have a martial art competition to make the decision!” Angus smiled 

coldly before finally releasing his momentum without holding back. “By then, the others will be 

convinced about who’s much stronger by then!” 

 

“A fighting prowess of second-grade ultimate god-level?” After feeling the momentum, Elder Lawrence, 

Elder Witherspoon, and the others took in deep breaths as they were really surprised by such 

horrendous momentum. They had never expected Angus to become a master in the second-grade 

ultimate god-level after ten days of entering the area. 

 “Hey guys, are you guys done?” Unexpectedly, Jackie, who was observing by the side, could not help 

but slowly opened his mouth and said, “You guys should think about how you can continue staying alive 

above anything else. You guys have not yet succeeded in overcoming this challenge here and you guys 

are already thinking about fighting for the position of hall master. What a joke!” 

 

Angus laughed loudly when he heard this. “Haha… Jackie, you are really daring when you speak. Why 

don’t you take a look at the situation right now? We have more members in the ultimate god-level 

compared to you and we also have more people. Do you still feel that you have the certainty of 

winning?” 

 

“It’s good that there are more people here. I shall be able to get rid of you people sooner if more of you 

are here!” Jackie smiled coldly and directly waved his hand. “Attack them and show them our true 

strength!” 


